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By Janice Thomson
This month's interviewee is Jim Wilcox. As one of Scotland's top directors, Jim has vast experience in this field and
is often called upon to adjudicate when problems arise. A regular player in local and national competitions as well as
a past president of both the A.B.U. and S.B.U., you could say that Jim has been “round all of the houses” in our
game.
Here, to enjoy, are his responses to the questions:
1. Jim, you have been playing bridge for some considerable time. How did you come to take it up ?
Pat and I played socially in the sixties, then in 1972 we joined as founder members the newly formed Caledonian
club. We both played there from then on, not joining another club.
It was sad that the Caledonian club had to be wound up a few years ago.
2. You play the Precision Club system.
a) Is it the standard C.C.Wei or is it modified in some way?
b) What attracted you to this system?
c) What advantages do you see with this system?
Yes, I can’t really remember how I was introduced to it. Pat’s first mentor was Celia Shanks who played Vienna
which, as Shirley said last month, is now pretty well extinct. I think we drifted into Precision after that. I like it
because it is as it says – precise. When I am playing with Anne Braid we play the C.C Wei form with all the asking
bids. The only recent modification was “Extended Stayman” which we got from Willie Coyle and who am I to
argue with him? This involves us in a 15-18 NT, which doesn’t often get doubled, and involves some very precise
responses. I know there is a widely held opinion that Precision is easy to overcall against but I can put up with that.
3. Staying with the system, probably the best pair in the world at the moment, Eric Rodwell and Jeff
Meckstroth play their own form of Precision, referred to as “Meckwell”. They refer to their opening 1D as
“The nebulous diamond”. I think they describe it as such as per it doesn't give much information away
especially re the minor suit holdings.
a) Is this an advantage with your 1D opener?
b) Is there a defence to this bid that you can recommend to the readers?
I like the 1D opening being 11-15, minimum of 2 diamonds and denies a 5 card major. There is a lot of information
there and as long as you have the mechanism to respond then you can usually get to the correct contract.
Defence – well – you just ask “Does that mean diamonds” and everything is clear!!!!( Good idea Jim...I like the
simplicity...saves a lot of energy !!).
4. You play at Kilmarnock Bridge Club and play for the team there. Tell us something about this
club...premises, membership etc.
K.B.C. has a long history and I am very much a new member. It plays on Thursdays and Fridays although the two
nights are very much separate. On Fridays we are also suffering from the down turn in players. The premises at
Caprington Golf Club are used exclusively by the bridge clubs and are very suitable except for the stairs which can
be a trial to older members. K.B.C. has two teams in the League but, there again, the number of clubs putting teams
in to the Ayrshire League is diminishing.
5. a) You are a top national director Jim. Do you enjoy this role? Please tell the readers somewhat about this
aspect of your bridge career.
Way back in 1992 I decided that I would like to learn more about the laws of the game, and do some directing. I
discovered that there were, at that time, no courses for directors in Scotland.
Continued on page 3
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Continued from page 2
I therefore enrolled with the English Bridge Union and went down to the
Midlands and took my club courses, and then my English County course.
After that I started directing courses in Scotland, subsequently taken over
by John Wilson and now Ian Ross.
In 1996, the S.B.U. sent me to Milan to the European Directors Course for
a very intensive week.
It is probably not widely known that Russell McClymont and myself are
the only directors in Scotland with a European qualification.
Over the years I have thoroughly enjoyed directing all over Scotland and
in England in the days of the British Bridge League, and overseas with
“Diamond Bridge”. Also I can’t tell you the number of international
events at which I have officiated – Camrose, Lady Milne, Junior Camrose
and Senior Camrose. I have acted in every capacity except, of course, as a
player!! (... obviously an oversight by the selectors Jim!!)
With the emergence of computer scoring, a Director’s job now involves being able to score an event as well as
swanning around with the Law Book in hand. We are struggling in Scotland for Directors and Ayrshire is no
exception to that. There is a course coming up and I hope some Ayrshire players might attend.
The pinnacle of my bridge career was, of course, being elected as President of the Scottish Bridge Union in 2000,
the first of the new millennium.

6. Please give us your wisdom re the present state of the game in Ayrshire.
It seems to me that the game at grass roots level in Ayrshire is very healthy. We are very lucky to have the A.B.C.
and it is used on some 8 occasions every week for some club or other. However when I look at the names which
appear on the web-site for the afternoon clubs, I hardly know a name because these players don’t appear at our
competitions. They are very happy to turn out in a mainly social atmosphere and enjoy a game of bridge. Who am I
to condemn that, but that is the problem we have.
Having said that, the Play and Learn and other teaching initiatives are proving very popular so, perhaps in the
medium or long term, we might see an upsurge in attendance at our competitions.
Also, if everyone pays attention to the new S.B.U. directives about conduct at the table, that also can encourage the
inexperienced players.
7. Now for the fun questions ! What is your:
favourite colour - blue
favourite food - haggis, neaps and tatties.
favourite T.V. - “Holby City”.
favourite film - an old one – “A Matter of Life and Death”.
favourite novel - anything by Jeffrey Archer --strange fellow.
favourite hobby - visiting coffee houses.

8.To finish Jim, what advice would you give to someone
keen to improve their game?
To improve your game you have to read books by the experts on play technique and play against players better than
yourself. It is better to be beaten by experts than win against novices.

Thanks Jim for agreeing to this interview and providing the readers with these interesting responses. I wonder if the
Editor will red-pen your description of your favourite author as per the Laws of Libel...You know all about laws
and so does Jeffrey !!
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By Janice Thomson
Our annual Ayrshire minibridge tournament was held this year at the bridge centre on Wednesday
19th.March. Fifty-three keen and eager P6 and P7 primary school youngsters from five Ayrshire
schools turned up ready to “do battle” for the Agnes Templeton Trophy.
The schools taking part were, Barassie, Glenburn, Heathfield, Troon and Wellington.
Prizes and treats were on offer coupled with soft drinks, Easter eggs and sausage rolls all of which
went down very well...especially the sausage rolls !
Entertainment was also provided by Sam Malkani, the event organiser. Sam gave demonstrations
of logical thinking and “magic” tricks which impressed all present...including the adults !
The children really enjoyed the whole event and it was pleasing to hear them discuss their social
plans for the evening ahead whilst playing their cards. This, a sure sign of their obvious
enjoyment.
The prize winners at the North/South positions were Lauren Carswell and Freya Brown from
Glenburn Primary. The winners at the East/West positions were Scott Roger and Max Christian
from Troon Primary.
The trophy went to Troon Primary (for the second year in a row) with a convincing score of
+1830. Heathfield Primary was second with +660. All of the participants received a medal.
The Ayrshire minibridge co-ordinator, Maureen Rennie, thanked Sam Malkani for his organising
of the event; the minibridge teachers; Henry Crone for scoring the event and Stewart Duguid
(Pollok Williamson) for providing the sausage rolls... not forgetting the most important folk there,
the participating youngsters.

The 300 club RIP.

Ian Dalziel
I note that Dave Wiseman is stepping down as the 300 club convener. Dave has done
a great job over the years and would be hard to replace. When the Bridge Centre was
opened in 1977 it was a big financial commitment and the 300 club was one of many
ways to raise money. I even remember helping at a jumble sale in 1978! The bridge
players of that day (some are still with us!) deserve great credit for all their hard
work and forward thinking. Despite the shortage of cash in these days the ABU just
charged 25p per person to the clubs using the centre (£1 in today's money) the
current charge is £2. The rent to the clubs has doubled in real terms, although we
now have much better facilities. The ABU is no longer short of money so there is no
need for the 300 club any more. Most bridge players are fairly well off and the
prizes they receive are meaningless to them. It's time to move on.
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An Open Forum for anyone who would like to submit any
opinions, questions, gossip, suggestions, comments, abuse………
(Submissions can be sent by email to : james_tudor@msn.com, or phone me on 01563 830130)
One of my beginners was attending a bridge club for the first time. She said "I was a bit confused by the STOP
card, I actually thought this meant I was to stop bidding! However they all kindly explained that it was to tell the
bidder's partner that it was a jump bid. I felt a bit silly but I will know the next time."
Ian Dalziel
I’d be interested in doing a basic tournament director’s course. Can you help?
Ada Nabett
It’s hoped to run a short session in Ayrshire in the near future Ada. If you would like something more formal then
there’s a weekend course in Glasgow at the new St. Andrews club on 19th and 20th April, run by Liz McGowan.
You can contact me for more details if you’re interested.
I was really shocked to hear that Shirley Moore gave up playing tournaments because of some nasty male
players. I know some women can be nippy but let's be honest, most of rude behaviour at the table is caused by
men. It's reached the stage where some people feel that the only way to improve behaviour at the bridge table is
to completely ban men from duplicate bridge! This would be most unfair to the nice male players like me, so I do
hope men clean up their act soon. Remember women are in the majority and if they are pushed too far they might
go for this drastic solution!
Ian Dalziel
The £2 you charge at Play & Learn isn’t nearly enough, with all the helpers giving up their time and now this
lovely home baking.
A few at Play & Learn have said they should pay more. Many more at Play & Learn have praised Rita
Stuart’s home baking.
The chocolate and beetroot cake was magic! Ed

In the Tourney cup final Janice Thomson, Eddie McGeough, Ian Burn and
Stoian Kableshkov finished first.
The numbers were down again in this competition. Perhaps some change to
the format is required to generate interest again. But how?
Eddie McGeough had a good month all round! The Mens teams had a very
strong field and he finished in the 3rd placed team, an excellent result.
Eddie again! Partnering Janice Thomson were the overall winners of this year’s
Ann Galt competition, playing at Kyle bridge club.
In the Harrison – Shenkin – Fairlie National individual qualifier Eddie was no
match for Libby Crone who finished ahead of the field. And well done to
Henry Crone for giving this event a boost after falling numbers in previous years.
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What would you bid now?

By Brian Senior

Not, I think, one of the more horrible sets of problems I have presented, so hopefully everyone will score
reasonably well this month.
The basic system is Acol (incorporating 3 Weak 2s, so 2C is the only forcing opener) with a 12-14 NT; Stayman;
red suit transfers over 1NT/2NT; weak jump overcalls; RKCB; splinters.
In competition: negative/responsive/competitive doubles/support doubles and redoubles; Lebensohl after an
overcall of our 1NT and after our takeout double of their weak two’s. Michaels.
To add interest, marks will be awarded out of ten. The bid with the most votes will automatically receive 10
marks. To break a tie, I will use my casting vote. I will use my discretion to award the other marks. If I like a bid, I
will give it a high mark even though there are not many votes for it.
Here are the problems. Decide your answers first and read on…

②South
♠7

①♠South
-

All vul;
imps
♥ AJT63 W N
♦ A873 2S X

♣ 9863

Problem 1.

E
P
4S

S
P
?

E/W vul ; Imps
W N E
S
- - P
P ?

③ South
♠ K7

♥ A4
♦ QJ9875
♣ K862

♥ KJT96
♦ A83
♣ KJ8

All vul; imps
W N E S
- 1S ?

consideration, is a plus for bidding
5S rather than 5NT.

clever pre-emptive nuisance bid
has robbed our bidding space.

Stuart: 5S – Cuebidding in spades
W N E
S and asking partner to pick a slam.
- P
P East has passed originally and West
2S X 4S ? has a weak two in spades. Partner will
have good values with hopefully little
wastage in spades. Nothing is certain.
There may be no slam or there may
even be a grand slam, although it
Marks: 5S/H – 10, 4NT – 7,
won’t be possible for partner to bid it
Double – 4.
missing two aces.
Stewart: 5S – Not any wasted
I agree – it will be very hard for
values in spades so could be 6H
partner to bid a grand slam, whatever
here and I will try 5S.
we do. There is, however, another
possible reason to bid 5S rather than
Jim: 5S – After my initial pass,
5NT. One could argue that, as both
partner will not expect me to have
commit to a small slam, 5S is
three first-round controls so I’m
stronger than 5NT, or perhaps
going to push on to slam. I think
guarantees the first-round spade
5S is more flexible than 5NT –
control as well as decent outside
‘Pick a slam’, as it allows partner
controls, while 5NT does not? I am
to bid 5NT or bid a five-card
not convinced by this argument
minor.
myself, as it is hard to imagine a
hand that lacks first-round spade
I think what Jim means is that
control ever being willing to commit
partner will be able to bid a fiveto slam.
card minor and we will know that
this is what he is doing, as he
Not everyone was willing to commit
could bid 5NT with no five-card
to slam:
suit, whereas, if we bid 5NT
ourselves, he will be forced to bid
Sandy: 5H – Tempted to bid 5S,
in the same fashion whether his
asking partner to pick a slam but
suit is of four- or five-card length.
can’t believe he’ll be strong enough
And that makes perfect sense and,
in the minors to cover this lot and the
quite apart from any other

Well, he might well be strong
enough but there is no way
under normal methods for us to
know one way or the other.
Stuart pins his hopes on the fact
that there is a passed hand
facing a weak two bid. Well, a
passed hand can have a tencount and a third-in-hand weak
two can be a minimum opening
bid. The only good news is that
partner is unlikely to be very
short in spades – a six-five fit
rates to be the E/W maximum,
and so he will not have stretched
to make his take-out double on
minimal values – particularly as
he too is facing a passed hand.
But it is easy to come up with
lay-outs where slam is cold and
others where 5H is too high.

All vul; imps

Dealer East

South
♠♥ AJT63
♦ A873
♣ 9863

Janice: 5H – With this bidding,
4NT could be used as per
extended Lebensohl. If this was
the partnership agreement, then,
in this instance, bids of 4NT/5H
would differentiate between
game-only intention with the
former and a slam try with the
latter. Ever the optimist, I choose
5H. Partner will not bid ‘Six’
and let the lead come through his
Continued on page 7
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hand if he has any vulnerable minorsuit holdings. The game is full of
potential problems and to counter
these, we constantly try to evolve our
systems ...sometimes we succeed –
maybe not this time!
Thank you, Janice. If we are happy
that all hands with values but no
clear direction make a responsive
double, then 4NT can indeed be used
as something like Lebensohl. Indeed,
even if we think that some shapely
hands cannot afford to double so
must bid 4NT to show two places to
play, we can still get the Lebensohl
effect when our suit is hearts. We can
agree that an immediate 5H is
stronger than bidding 5H via 4NT,
and if our agreement is that 4NT is
straight Lebensohl, as opposed to the
two places to play thing, then we can
also have the Lebensohl effect
whichever suit we hold. If 4NT is two
places to play, we bid it anyway with
the weaker hand then convert 5C/D to
5H. Where partner bids diamonds, we
lose the Lebensohl effect as we would
bid the same way with hearts and
clubs, but if partner bids 5C over our
4NT to convert that to 5H clearly
shows the heart single-suiter. And we
cannot now have the Lebensohl effect
when our suit is a minor.
Our actual hand here is close to as
good as it could be for a passed hand,
yet slam could still be no play. An
immediate 5H with the agreement
that this is a slam try is just perfect.
What would I do without this
agreement being in place? It is purely
psychological, as each costs the same
IMPs, but I would rather miss a
making slam than bid a bad one that
goes off, so I would bid 5H with this
hand, committing to hearts but
probably giving up on slam. MY
second choice would be 4NT rather
than a responsive double, as I fear
partner will pass the latter too often
and we will collect an inadequate
penalty.

Problem 2
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Problem 2.
E/W vul; imps; dealer North

South
W
- ♠7
♥ A4
♦ QJ9875
♣ K862

N
P

E
P

S
?

Marks: 3D – 10, 4D – 8, 2D – 6,

1D – 5.
Janice: 1D – To open or not to
open... Using any ‘rule of’, third in
hand and not vulnerable, I tend to
open with this hand.

Stewart: 4D – 2/3D would be
useless. There is a major contract
here for the opposition. I would
love to punt 5D NV. I will try 4D.
In previous incarnations, I can
imagine those two charging down
a
heather-covered
hillside
towards the terrified English
troops cowering in the valley
below, kilts swirling in the breeze
and the sun glinting on their
waving claymores (Stewart still
terrifies this Englishman at times
during our auctions together).
Give me seven-four or even sixfive, and I would open 4D, but I
think 3D is enough on this one.
Even ♣QJ10x would be better than
♣Kxxx. On a bad day, 4D doubled
could be bloody, and I think 3D
will
often
cause
sufficient
problems.

There is no question that I would
open the hand, the only question is,
with what? I like pre-empting. I think
pre-empts cause sufficient problems
for the opposition that it is worth
taking the risk of suffering an
occasional penalty, or messing up my Problem 3.
own side’s auction once in a while, All vul; imps; dealer East
that I pre-empt whenever I can justify
doing so. I thought we might have a South
vote or two for a weak 2D opener, ♠ K7
W N E S
and planned to suggest that 3D was a ♥ KJT96
- 1S ?
bit closer to the mark – six-four in the
♦ A83
minors so that the opposition rate to
have a major-suit contract available ♣ KJ8
to them – however, nobody even ♣ Q32
mentioned 2D. For the panel, the Marks: 2H – 10, 1NT – 7,
Dble – 5.
choice was 3D or 4D!

Jim: 3D – Partner has passed; the Stuart: 2H – What else? I have a
vulnerability is in our favour. I’ll eat decent five-card heart suit and
good values for a vulnerable
up some bidding space.
overcall. I am not strong enough to
Stuart: 3D – How many diamonds – double and then bid hearts. The
one, two or three? Third in hand at heart suit could well be lost.
favourable vulnerability and after two
passes, I make my bid as pre-emptive Janice: 2H – Here, I show my suit.
as possible. The diamond suit is It's a good five-carder and I want
reasonably stuffy, and I have a bit of partner to know about this. He will
shape – meaning that I am not a ‘flat’ also know that, as we are
vulnerable, my overcall will be
6-3-2-2.
sound.
Sandy: 4D – Don’t think 3D will
cause many problems. If I lose 800 Jim: 2H – This, I think, is more
against 620 or 650, I can say the four flexible than a take-out double. If
of hearts was tucked in with my West says 2S and it comes back to
diamonds!!
Continued on page 8
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Continued from page 7
me, then I can double to get partner to
speak. We may have a 5-3 Heart fit that
could be missed with an initial double.
Yes, overcall then double to show our extra
values looks to be a sound plan. If we start
with a double, we are not worth a second
call, say 3H over an opposing 2S.

Sandy: 1NT – Or Pass, relying on partner’s protective bid
fourth in seat, but not 100% guaranteed. Not a 2H overcall
from me as my guru taught me that two-level overcalls
should be based more on tricks than scattered high card
points.
Whether Sandy’s guru is Mike Lawrence or Mrs Sandy is
unclear. While I understand 1NT, once that is your choice
you cannot bid again. With the opposition bidding spades,
to introduce your five-card suit then double to show extras
just seems to tick all the boxes.

Stewart: 2H – If I try 1NT and get a spade
lead and partner does not have the ace of
hearts I could lose a lot of tricks.

Scores

Yes, you could. While 1NT describes the
strength and general shape of the hand, it
feels wrong to overlook the decent fivecard major. However:

Problem
Stuart
Jim
Stewart
Janice
Sandy

1
10
10
10
10
10

2
10
10
8
5
8

3
10
10
10
10
7

Total
30
30
28
25
25

Extracts from the March
DecemberNovember’s

+ News

Ann Galt
£982 was raised for the
Crossroads charity,
based in Ayr.

Rules is Rules, or are they?!

Thank you

The Ayrshire competition rules
appear to allow a team of 6 to play
in the Ayrshire cup. This was the
understanding of one of the
finalists. The majority felt this was
not the original intent as it was a
social competition.

To David Sands for the new coat
hangers in the bridge centre.

ABU AGM

Tourney Cup

Unfortunately this clashes with the SBU
overseas congress. Would it be too much to
change the date at this stage? The Council
decided it would be too much. So remains as
Wednesday 30th April, 7.30pm start.

This competition is suffering,
more than others, from
reducing numbers. The question
was asked “could it be
reformed in some way?”
Suggestions welcome.

Improvers’ class

The next class is Friday 11th
April, 1.30pm. Subject – Card
play.
Please enter through Henry
Crone or Jim Tudor.

300 Club, £25 Winners, February
S. McCreadie (14)

P. Wilson (130)

J. Parker (74)

Rumours that Mr & Mrs Wilson have bought a time share in the
Maldives with their combined 300 Club winnings “are totally
false”……….said the Wilson’s butler 
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By
Sandy Anderson
Part One
Part Two
Part Three

-

Take-out Double with the Protective Double
Overcalls and Responses
Bidding in the Pass-out seat

Part One – The Take-out Double
The most important rule is you MUST have at least three cards in each of the other three suits UNLESS
you have 16+ high card points minimum and intend to bid again. When you double a MAJOR you
should have 4 cards or at least a strong 3 card holding in the other major and why should you always
have at least 3 card support for any other suit? Because the odds are your partner will respond in your
shortest suit maybe even with a jump and you can walk into a penalty double.
Doubling with minimum HCP depends on which suit has been opened e.g. with
♠ Q 10 7 6
♥K8
♦ K 10 3
♣A976

This would be a sound double of
1H but it would be unsound to double
1D because of the lack of support for hearts
and it would be crazy to double 1S

Relatively speaking shape is more important than HCP e.g. over a 1S opening:
♠76
♥ K 10 8, 4
♦KQ84
♣AJ7

♠7
♥AQ86
♦ Q 10 6 5
♣KJ75

♠7
♥ Q 10 8 6
♦AQ843
♣K98

All these hands are sound minimum doubles of 1S whereas all balanced 4, 3, 3, 3 hands and up to 15
HCP should be passed (else you could be re-doubled by a good pair) because partner will PROTECT
your pass by doubling in the PASS-OUT seat with 8 HCP minimum e.g. 1S, - P, -P, -x (8 HCP
minimum). To be expanded on, in article Part 3 unless the editor sacks me.

Bridge is like golf, you could play for forty years and not
get much better, whereas one or two lessons from a
professional could have worked wonders. If you seriously
want to go beyond only the social side, either sit down
with your partner for a couple of hours or, to see REAL
improvement, go to our excellent library, I will be happy
to recommend books on any topic.
Finally, all non-strong hands with four or more of opener’s
suit (even six) should be QUICKLY passed and asking
your left hand opponent “is that a suit” is only amusing
away from the table, so DON’T DOUBLE just to show POINTS.
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By Sandy Anderson
A response to Ian Dalziel’s article in the March Bulletin.
I agree conventions are accident prone, I started playing the excellent LEBENSOHL convention with a good
partner many years ago but it proved to be a blind spot and after he forgot it four times, with bad results, we
agreed to drop it. However, Stayman and transfers are not exactly rocket science, one asking the question “Do
you have a four card major?” with a simple yes or no answer and the other merely completing the transfer, not a
lot to forget and similar to remembering a 2D response to a 2C opening. I can honestly say I do not remember
having a bidding misunderstanding with either of these conventions and that bidding mistakes are usually due to
misinterpretation of natural bidding sequences.
I could not imagine two more biased players to analyse natural versus conventional bids, Jim Tudor is an
exception to anti-convention use because he is a very good card player! (in other words, my card play
compensates for my naff bidding?  … Ed.) Your summary tables are good when the response is cut and dried
either weak or strong but lacking elsewhere e.g. when responder to 1NT is weak, with 5 / 4 in the majors, you
respond two of the five card major whereas Stayman finds the four card major fit if there is one, and lacks
invitational sequences which transfers bring, using transfers to a 2NT opening is also a massive advantage.
All Ayrshire’s grand masters use Stayman and transfers and have won lots of National titles between us and the
expert top world players and professionals also use Stayman and transfers, would they be gambling their money if
natural bidding was superior, I don’t think so. As you say, expert opinion can be wrong but there is a much better
chance of a non-expert player being wrong. Your analogy with Tiger Woods is a poor one:- would he have won
fourteen major championships using old “natural” wooden-shafted clubs? The answer is “no” he wouldn’t have
won anything and using his 21st century “conventional” metal clubs, I as an aging golfer would certainly score
better as they’re designed for extra distance.
I respect the time you spend teaching and bringing many players into Ayrshire bridge and as your three level
responses to 1NT are good, why can’t you try teaching Stayman and transfers to all your learners and let them
keep a profit and loss record? The only possible advantage I can see in your system is a weak take-out into two of
a minor playing aggregate which would be useless in pairs. I challenge you to produce ONE normal type hand
where “natural bidding would be a clear winner”, I can produce thousands where Stayman and transfers would get
you to a better contract including the opening lead coming up to and not through the stronger hand. So learn
Stayman and transfers and your scores will improve when you eventually ALWAYS remember them, it becomes
second nature.
C’mon Ian the whole world can’t be wrong.
At the time Ian Dalziel extended an invite, to anyone who was interested, to analyse the 1000 deals but there were
no takers.
I did try to be unbiased in my analysis. And, amongst other aspects, did take into account the weak take- out ability
of Stayman as you pointed out. However, I agree that there has to be a question mark over the objectivity of Ian and
myself.
My actual opinion, with Stayman, is that it simplifies the bidding. A completely Natural system does not necessarily
equate to a simple system.
With Transfers – I’m going to keep using them in the hope that, - one day, they’ll give me a good result.
Ian – Does the offer still stand for anyone who wants to check the findings?

Ed.
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By Ian Dalziel.
I have been teaching bridge for 37 years and have amassed a lot of teaching material all of which I designed
myself. I am gradually putting it into an e-book however it’s still a long way from completion; I might not live
long enough to finish it!
However I have now put about 60% of my stuff on one data CD. It’s a lifetime’s work, but I’m giving away this
CD free to anyone in Ayrshire as my contribution to promoting bridge locally. You need to print the lessons or
read them from your computer or ipad.
The CD can be used by one person or a group to learn at home. It could also be used by a bridge teacher for a
bridge class. Designing prepared hands takes many hours, so why re-invent the wheel? I know the SBU
teaching scheme is available but my methods are very different, I take things one step at a time. If you are not a
natural at bridge then this is definitely for you.
There will be a £1 deposit for the CD which is refundable if you return it to me after copying to your computer,
so it really is free. I will retain the copyright; I’m not putting it on the public domain. If people return it to me it
saves me time making further copies. However if you want to keep it you can do so but you forfeit your £1!
Contact me at ildalziel@talktalk.net
The bidding is more or less standard Acol as taught by the SBU and ABU. There are minor changes where I feel
I can improve the system and I don’t use many conventions. Even if your bidding system is different to mine
you will still find the card play lessons useful.
The following is included and the CD contains everything in both WORD and PDF format…..
40 page A5 Bridge Manual. This is reference material with an index which fits into an A5 display book. It’s in
several sections including bidding, declarer play, defence, etiquette and scoring.
117 Bridge Lessons. These lessons cover all aspects of bridge. Each lesson is 4 to 6 pages of A4 with text and
examples. Bidding (60 lessons) Declarer Play (30) Defence (26) Match Point Scoring (1).
73 Quizzes. Many of my lessons include a quiz. Each quizzes has 30 questions with answers and explanations.
147 Declarer hands. You have to make a specified contract. These can be played with 2, 3 or 4 people or by
one person against the computer.
144 Defence Hands. You have to defeat a specified contract. This needs 3 or 4 people or you can play the
hands on the computer.
108 Bid/Play hands. For biding and play. This needs four people.
460 ‘Bid Only’ hands. These are for competitive bidding. This needs four people, you don’t need to play these
hands as all possible contracts are shown by computer analysis.
88 Declarer Pairs Hands For planning and playing in twos. Believe it or not these hands can be played without
opponents!
440 Bidding Tents. These are for practicing the uncontested auction in pairs. The little tent has a hand on each
side, you bid as a partnership and open it up to see how it should be bid with explanations. They can be bid
‘both ways’ thus giving 880 pairs of hand to practice.
24 Flash cards for Finessing. Thus is a new development. You are shown a pair of hands on a card and partner
asks you questions about each suit and how to play it.
380 Hands to Play with Omar Sharif Software. I have inputted all my declarer and defence hands above into
Omar so that you can play them without inputting all the cards. This software is no longer produced and doesn’t
play a very strong game, but it’s very easy to use and is good enough for my declarer and defensive hands.
Many bridge players have a copy of the software and if you don’t someone will lend it to you.
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By Jim Wilcox
I last wrote about revoking in March 2005 so time for a reminder, because there has been a change.
The revoke law does engender some passion because, very often, playing the wrong card can make absolutely no
difference to the outcome of the hand. However rules are rules and, very often, there is a penalty.
If you notice that a player has revoked (or to use the old-fashioned term – reneged) you can either keep mum
about it until the end or draw attention to it at the time. The advantage of calling it at the time is that the
offending player is more likely to realise the mistake and admit it. Waiting to the end you get the conversation – I
revoked? When? Are you sure?
Having said that, the Director always waits till the hand is played out anyway so that he can make the correct
penalty award.
The change to which I referred above involves who may enquire about a possible revoke. Until 2007
Defenders were not allowed to ask one another. Defenders may ask Declarer (unlikely you would do that) and
Defenders may now ask one another. There could be the risk of creating unauthorised information but unlikely.
I would stress the importance of saying- “Having none?” to partner as it can save a revoke situation later on.
WAS IT ESTABLISHED? If a player realises he has revoked before either he or his partner has played to the
next trick, he can say –“Sorry, just a minute” and produce the card he should have played to the previous trick.
That card is then played to the trick and the revoke card becomes a major penalty card. It is better to call the
Director at this stage to have the rules relating to a penalty card explained. Let us assume that the mistake was
not noticed until either of the offending side had played to the next trick. The revoke is NOW ESTABLISHED.
Summary of Penalties.
1. Offending card or offending side did not win the revoke trick, and did not win a subsequent trick - No
Penalty.
The expression I like to cover this is “Ye cannae tak the breeks aff a hielandman” with apologies to those
readers of a gentle disposition.
2. If the revoke card wins the trick and your side wins a subsequent trick, then - 2 Trick Penalty.
3. If you don’t win the trick with the revoke card, but your side wins that trick or any subsequent trick, then
- 1 Trick Penalty.
This latter scenario is where it can be unfair because the other side have not really been disadvantaged.
Could I, at this stage, relate where the Law has also changed since 2007. It used to be that, if you did not win the
revoke trick, but later won a trick with a card which you could have played to the revoke trick, then -one trick
would be transferred. This no longer applies.
Law 64C – Director responsible for Equity.
Finally, there is the situation where the award of 2 tricks is blatantly not enough.
West is playing in a dodgy 3NT, his partner having given him nothing but 6 clubs to the AKQ opposite declarer’s
singleton. He plays A.K and QC on which South discards. The contract eventually goes 3 off. Later, it
transpires that, when South discarded on the QC he had the JC in his hand. The director, applying the normal law
would award 2 tricks but that is manifestly unfair. Law 64C now kicks in and the Director decides how many
tricks declarer would have made without the revoke and awards these tricks.
Apart from the situation I described in 1 above, where there is no penalty, there are others situation not subject
to any rectification e.g. failing to play the correct card from the hand faced on the table or if it is a revoke on the
twelfth trick, but the Director will rule on all these situations.
Keep concentrating and avoid the dreaded revoke.
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Harrison – Shenkin – Fairlie Individual Qualifier
Saturday 8th March
Score %
1

Libby Crone

65.42

2

Jane Lynch

61.67

3

Morag Ridley

60.83

4

Alex O'Hara

59.17

5

Eddie McGeough

56.67

6

Sam Malkani

55.83

7

Isobel Hollingsworth

54.58

8=

Stephen Cole

53.33

8=

Gordon Smith

53.33

10=

Bill Ramsay

52.50

10=

Joyce Rodger

52.50

12=

Ian Burn

50.00

12=

Daihong Dai

50.00

14

Roderick MacLennan

48.33

15

Katherine Garven

47.08

16

Pat Reeve

46.25

17

John Hendry

44.58

18

Margaret Dunlop

43.75

19

Margaret MacCallum

43.33

20

Henry Crone

42.08

21=

Hazel Leitch

40.42

21=

David Sands

40.42

23

San Lobel

40.00

24

Jean Parker

37.92

Pos.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Tourney Cup final
Sunday 9th March
Eddie McGeough & Janice Thomson
Stoian Kableshkov & Ian Burn
Fiona Abbott & Pauline Phillips
Angela Knox & Robin Gardiner
Jack Cleland & Ian Adamson
Anne Braid & Margaret Brown
Sue Fraser & Caryl O'Donoghue
Tom & Margaret Bonnes
John Haslehurst & Margaret MacCallum
G & I Hervey
Jill Breckenridge & Grace Kennedy
Sylvia Daly & Sandra Robertson

Attended by Troon Primary School Minibridge children.

Total
VPs
71
63
61
36
35
34

By Maureen Rennie

At the beginning of March I was asked, via Jim Tudor, by the St Andrew Bridge Club to consider taking some
children to the Official opening of their new premises at Woodside Crescent, Charing Cross, Glasgow on
Thursday 13th March. This was a very prestigious event with Andrew Robson OBE and many dignitaries from the
SBU (Scottish Bridge Union) in attendance. Andrew Robson OBE is an international bridge player of great
renown who is considered to be one of the best bridge players in the world. He is also a highly regarded bridge
teacher who has written many books as well as a Bridge column in the Times. The organising committee wanted
the children to give an exhibition of mini bridge to show that the game of bridge can be enjoyed by people of all
ages.
I enquired about transport costs and then approached Mrs Hornby, the Head Teacher at Troon Primary and was
delighted when she was not only extremely enthusiastic but also volunteered to accompany us. Consequently eight
extremely excited members of the Troon Mini Bridge Team set off with four equally excited adults. When we
arrived at the club after a warm welcome by the St Andrew’s President, Suresh Tyagi, we were given
refreshments. The children then sat down at the tables and immediately started playing bridge and during the
session they were tutored by Liz McGowan, who is also an International bridge player, teacher and author of a
Bridge column in the Scotsman. Andrew Robson also took time to speak to them and give them encouragement
during the play. He also inspired them by telling them that if they worked really hard at playing bridge they might
be like him and earn lots of money – what an incentive!
Continued on page 14
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Continued from Page 13
We all enjoyed a very tasty buffet while the visitors assembled in the Bridge Room. The children then sat in and
watched while the adults played “proper bridge” under the direction of Andrew Robson. The adults found this
enthralling and the children found it interesting to watch the bidding process since this is not part of Mini
Bridge. During a break in the proceedings Andrew Robson presented the Mini Bridge team with medals to
commemorate the event.
Eight very happy and inspired children travelled back to Troon. Andrew Robson left them with a great
impression of the Bridge World and this was borne out when they went to the mini bridge competition and I
heard one of the boys taking great pride in telling a helper that he had met Andrew Robson.
The St Andrew Club sold tickets for their opening event with all proceeds going to Marie Curie Cancer Care:
the final figure is not yet available but it is estimated to be in the region of £1300.
The Troon Mini Bridge team would like to thank the St Andrew Club for inviting them to this prestigious event
and, along with the ABU, for paying the transport costs for the evening.

Division One
Kilmarnock Grange v. Ardeer
Kilwinning Abbey v. Ardeer
Kyle v. Kilmarnock Grange
Kilmarnock Grange v. Portland
Kilmarnock Annanhill v. Ardeer
Kilwinning Abbey v. Troon South Beach
Kilmarnock Annanhill v. Portland
Kilwinning Abbey v. Kyle
Troon South Beach v. Ardeer

Division Two
20-0
13-7
16-4
17-3
14-6
16-4
20-0
12-8
20-0

Kilwinning Corsehill v. Troon Bentinck
Kilwinning Corsehill v. Troon Eglinton
Riggs v. Savoy
Kilwinning Corsehill v. Savoy
Largs v. Troon Eglinton

14-6
15-5
17-3
20-0
10-10

Congratulations to the Kilwinning club
on completing a first and second
division double.
Kilwinning Abbey won the first
division with Troon South Beach very
close behind in second.
Kilwinning Corsehill were first in
division 2.
Troon again second in division 2,
Troon Eglinton.
Frances Murphy finishes as the League
convenor this year after doing the job
since the 90s!
Enjoy the well earned break Frances
and many thanks for the work you’ve
done, also the wisdom (much needed)
you have given to the ABU council for
the past two decades.

